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DO NUCLEONS DISSOLVE?

T. Goldman
Theoretical Division

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, N.M. 87545

Invited talk
Workshop on Nuclear Chromodynamics

IPR, UC Santa Barbara, CA
(August 12-23, 1985)

ABSTRACT

A model is presented which describer multiquark, nuclear-like

systems in a manner consistent with QCD, a~ld with nuclear properties.

Within the model, it is found that quasi-nucleon structures describe

the minimum energy state of the system. This result is due to a

balance between quarks lowering their kinetic energy by spreading out

through the system, and lowering their color-magnetic spin-spin inter-

action energy by forming nucleon-like clusters. A strong core repulsion

is evident, as is a realistic dip in Lhe central matter density of the
4

He-like, 12-quark system.
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INTRODUCTION

The shell ❑odel works fairly well, and the nuclear potential is,

to a good approximation, the sum of nucleon-nucleon interactions. But

we know that nucleons are composites of quarks. The fuil A-body

Brueckner-Hartree-Fock (B~) wavefunction shows that the separations

between nucleons are comparable to the scale of their internal structures.

In molecular and solid state systems this produces profound changes in

the structure of the composites (atoms). How can this not be true

also in the nuclear case? From the above there is no evident need for

changing, in nuclei, the ❑ass, charge, magnetic moment or spin of the

baryons, let alone details of their internal structure. QCD should be

able to show this is a good approximation, and where it fails. But

the path integral is toc complicated, so we must guess some approximations.

The work described here was d~ne in collaboration with Kevin E. Schmidt

and G, J. Stephenson, Jr.

Here we describe an investigation of such a guess, and show that

it leads to a bound system of quarks, before color-magnetic spin-

splitting is taken into account. When the latter is included the

system becomes unbound (with respect to nucleons, although not for

deltas), which suggests that this is the origin of the clustering of

quarks into nucleons, in nuclei.

We have also made preliminary calculations of 12-quark systems

which are forced to four nucleon, or four delta configurations at

large separations. Both show indications that binding does occur. To

the extent that the model is a good representation of QCll, this

combination of clustering and binding shows that the point nucleon

approximation of traditional nuclear physics is much better than one

could theoretically expect, starting naively from perturbative QCT

OUR ?!ODEL

Our idea may bc expressed in Lt=rms of the language of the

“resonating group”, There, the overall wavefunction of a collection

of compusite 8ystems is deszrihed as a sum of product wavefunctions.

Eac!l product consistp of A factors of wavefunctions describing the

internal consitutents relative to one collective coordinate, nnd onl’

factor of a wavefunction depending on the A rollcctivc coordinates.
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Traditional nuclear ❑ethods amount to reducing the A factors to delta-

fu.nctions in the internal constituent coordinates, and then integrating

them out. An ●ffective Hamiltonian is then constructed for the wave-

function which depends only on the collective coordinates.

In this approach, the contribution of QCD ends with the calculation

of hadron spectroscopy, and multihalron effective vertices. Instead,

we use the (BHF) wavefunction of collective coordinates to define a

body-fixed frame, and then study, using QCD, the wavefunctions of the

constituents , relative to the collective coordinates.

We do, however, mimic traditional nuclear methods by constructing

a system where a single quark moves in n background mean potential

produced by all of the others. For light quarks moving at c, retardation

effects, etc. prevent a straightforward calculation of this, even by

averuging over all of the other quark locations. Instead, we guess

that the strong self-organizing properties of the glue fields, which

lead to confinement, make this irrelevant. Everything ●lse is assumed

to conspire to ❑ake what looks like an antitriplet near the present

location of the quark , and usually less than about one fermi away.

For an isolated baryon, this would be approximately at the center of

❑ass, defining the baryon locatlon.

In more detail now, our way to do this in nuclei, and at the sa,me

time recognize the matt~r density fluctuations ●violent in a BHF wave-

function, is to take a body-fixed frame in such a wavefunction, at a

given instant, then discard the nut’

We then imagine that ●ach lucption

for single body quark wavefunctions

locations, we truncate the potentia:

●ens, keeping only their locations.

s the origin of a confi,ling potential

tlidw~y betwee:l two adjacent

a growing ~rom ●ach one, arguing

as above that a quark can aee only the nrarest potential well. (See

Fig. 1,) We acek the single body quark wavefunction which obrys the

Dirac ●quation in this multiwell potrntiali The eigenfunctions will

clearly enjoy local variation in matter density, due to the local

variations in the potential. However, clustering of the qllarha into

nucleon-like agglomerations is neither required, nor guaranteed,



POTENTIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Nothing to this point says what potential we should use. We pick
1)

a linear fit to the Buchmuller-Tye potential , which is a nonrelativistic

potential that provides an excellent description of the charmonium and

upsilon states. 12 particular, we use

v = k(r-ro) (1)

with k = 0.9 GeV/fermi and rO = 0.57 fermi. A linear f:t smoothes the

small distance part of their potential in a manner cons;.stent with

what would be expected from quantum fluctuations (jitter) in the BHF

nucleon location. Since it is nonrelativistic, we can not tell if it

is a scalar, or a ~ourt.h component of a vector, potentiai. We pick a

scalar at present because it is easier for our numerical calculations.

This is consistent with the possibilities inherent in the path integral

for the effective interaction of the classical fermion field, as

derived by a double Legnedre transformation to eliminate source terms.

It also has some phenomenological support.

AII aside on van der Waals forces, People think that linear

potentials have funny van der Waals forces. But fluctuations about

tht= linear potential are not a correct calculiition if it is only a

representation of a color flux tube linking triplet and antitriplet

color sources. The color field lines collapse to a fll~x tube due to

the glue-glue interactions. ‘rhei-e 1s an exponen~ially small amount of

Rlue field left in directions away from the flux tube. Therefore, any

inciu~ed color dipole-dipole interaction is also exponentially sup~ressed,

The linear potenlial just represents the fact that the direction o(’

the flux tube i.s distributed spherically symmetrically. Van der Weals

forces are a red herring.

CALCULATIONS

It is sensible to calculate a baryon as a rrference cahe, We il iI

the continued frar~ion method of Critchfield
2)

to solve, numerically.

the Dirac ~quatfo[) for a relativistic (m = O) fermton ill a sr~lar
q

pot~ntial given by Eq. (1), We find lhaL a Lhree quark syst.cm does
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have an energy equal to the ❑ ean of the delta and nucleon masses. We

do not remove center of ❑ ass energy here, nor in the nucleus case

below. The nns size of our nucleon is 0.79 fermi.

We next make a Monte Carlo calculation of the energy of a quark
4

in a four well system, which could represent He in a much more refined

version of these calculations. We choos~ this system because its high

density and small size minimize long range effects, namely pion exchange,

which we do uot expect to represent very well in cur model, We calculate

the square root of the expectation value of the sqll]red Dirac Hamiltonian

to avoid problems from negative energy states. Our spatial trial

wavefunction is the symmetric sum of quark wavefunctions for a single

baryon spreading out from each well center. Analysis of the ?lonte

Carlo fluctuations suggest that this is a very accurate approximation

to the exact single body wavefunction.

We find that the energy is lowest when the centers of the four

wells are placed on the corners of a tetrad, as might be expected from

symmetry arguments. The energy of each quark as a function of the

length of the side of the tetrad is shown in Fig 2. At short distances,

1380

Fig. 2. Approximate qu~rk ●igenener8y in ● tetradal potential
●rray ●m ● function of the length, r, of the side of
the tetrad.
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there is a sharp rise in the average quark energy. This is not due to

Pauli exclusion effects, but simply due to the increasingly stringent

localization of the quarks. At about 1.5 fermi, there is a minimum,

with a tremendous amount of binding compared to the energy of a quark

ill a delta-nucleon average baryon. This is the effect. that one would
3)

expect from the delocalization of the quarks due to tunneling from

one well to another, producing the symmetric spatial wavefunctions.

This state, however, does not look at all like four baryons, even

though the matter density distribution peaks over the four different

well centers.

There is even bindin~ compared to the averaEe energy of a quark

in a nucleon. But the nucleon-delta splitting is due to the color

❑agnetic spia-splitting interaction which has not been included so

far.

EFFECTS OF COLOR IIAGNETIC SPIN-SPLITTING

Color magnetic spill-splitting is a two-body correlation effect.

due to the color magnetic moment interaction of the quarks. It is

usually calculated as the eifect of exchanging a gluon between two

color currents. To do this here requires knowing the magnetic gluon

propagator in our background potential (as was done for example in the

MIT bag mo(lel
4)

by expanding the propagator in cavity modes), If we

imagine our mean potential to arise from a lat:e, static, background

color electric field strength, this can be represented by a time

component of the gluon field, Expanding the gluon field in small

fluctuations about this average in a magnetic (radiation) gouge, we

find a constraint equation, and a p~.opagation equation Fcr the color

magnetic field fluctuations. The latter has a mass. squared-like teum

from the square of the backgroui~d color field, “V~ = (VM,6),

-V2 6ab + g2 f abcfcrsVrVR A: + 2gfabc &b u ~ ❑ O
c

(2)

22 2 k
at - V ~ab + ,9 fabcfcrsVrV~ A

B
(3)
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where A~ is the fluctuating gluon field. Rather than solve this

complicated equation, we simply use a 400 MeV effective gluon mass in

the color ❑agnetic gluon propagator. By comparing with the zero mass

case, we check that this does not have a strong quantitative effect.

We must first calculate the nucleon-delta splitting. We find

that the average 48.8 MeV per quark is rep-educed if we choose aS= 1.5

(1.0 for zero gluon effective mass) This value is quite reasonable

when compared with other hadron models, such as the MIT bag calculation
4)

which requires a value of 2.2 in its fit .

To calculate our A = 4 system, we must decide on the quark quantum

numbers. Since we use a single spatial wavefunction, and we need 12

quarks, this is an easy system to deal with: we simply choose one

quark with each of the

flavors (up or down).

66 pairs are then easy

CST

three colors, two spins (up or down), and two

The colcr-spin-isospin representations of all

to calculate and are shown in the Table.

‘T~bie 1.

(Al .Aq) (U1.u,) #
AL lL

5°0 -2 -3 -3

511
-2 1 27

601 1 -3 18

610 1 1 18

Total 66

This is to be compared with 3 C=~, S=1, T=l pairs in a A, with

weight -6. Thus the average weight per quark is three Limes larger

here, and of the same sign. Of course, since the wavefunctions are

generally more diffuse, the current-current matrix element is cmaller

also. We calculate this too by Monte Carlo integration, and find

that the factor of three is roughly compensated.

The net result, however, is that approximately 49 fleV of color-

magnetic spin-splitting must bc added, on average, to each quark. This

overwhelms the -25 fleV binding energy per quark shown in Figure 2 and

unbinds the system. The problem is simply that we have treated all of

the quarks alikr~. Wnat musL be done, clearly, is to add clustering

which will erhance the matrix elements of those color-magnetic inter-

actions which add to the quark binding, and reduce tile rest,
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CLUSTERING

If we could introduce a color-space-spin correlation into our

trial wavefunctionsp so that they could cluster up into three quarks

in a nucleon configuration, and mostly in one well,

the energy, by enhancing the overlap for pairs with

magnetic spin-splitting energy, and reducing it for

This would also make the system look more like four

well as possibly binding it.

this should lower

a negative color-

the other pairs.

quasi-nucleons, as

We have made preliminary estimates of this by introducing trial

wavefunctions of the form

*1 =l$l+&xzl$. (4)
j%l J

where ~n is the quark waveiunction in an isolated baryon, but with its
th

coordinate origin at the center of the ~~ well. The limit & = 1 is

the case that we have just examined above. For small values of C, the

wavefunction in Eq. (4) is close to that for a baryon in the first

well, but with lobes extending into the other three wells.

By keeping track, in our Monte Carlo, of whether the pair comes

from wavefunctions centered in the same well or in different wells, we

can change the current-current matrix element factor for the different

contributions in the Table to reflect the clustering. This is only an

approximate interpolation, as Pauli effects (for same quantum number

quarks in different, but not orthogonal spatidl wavefunctions) have

not yet been taken into account.

The system is forced to four delLas at large separation and small

E, by identifying 12 of the 27 S = 1, T = 1, C = ~ quark pairs as

those within separzted deltas. Their contribution to the weight in

the Table is mutiplied by a spatial matrix element of currents from

quarks centered in one well. The resL of the weight is multiplied by

a simila[ current-current matrix element, but with the wavefunctions

involved chosen to peak (for & < 1) in different wells. The result is

shown in Fig. 3. Tht~re is a clear indication that,, if the four nucleon

channel were not availabl,,q, bringing foot deltas together would lead

to their dissociation into the spatially symmetric 12-quark system

d~scribed above.
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Fig. 3 Contour plot of approximate average energy per quark,
including color magnetic spin-spin energy, in a tetradal
potential, when the large r, small & limit is forced
to be four deltas.
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Fig. 4. As in Figure 3, but with a forced limit of four nucleons.
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To force the system to four nllcleons, we similarly separate out 6

of the 27 pairs as above, but we must also find 6 S = O, T = O, C = 3

pairs. These are not present in the Table, but we adjust the weight

of the remainder to reflect their removal. The result of this calcu-

lation is shown in Fig. 4. The absolute minimum is not trustworthy,

due to the omission of Pauli effects, but it is very suggestive. It

corresponds to a binding energy of about 6 MeV per quark, and occurs

at r = 1.8 fermi, and & = 0.05.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Assuming that these specific, partial results will generalize

straightforwardly, we conclude that nucleons, in fact, dissolve very

little in ordinary nuclei. The small value of & at the uli.nimum suggests

that the correlated quark structures in nticlei are very nluch like

isolated nuci~ons, despite their proximity. Another way of saying

this is that very little quark sharing among nucleons is sufficient to

more than account for the small. (on the particle or hadronic physics

scale) binding energies of uclei .

We see, in Figs. 3 and 4, a very sharply rising energy as the

system of 12 quarks is compressed. Again, this is not a Pauli effect,

as the quarks all have different quantum numbers. It is a hard-core

like effect due to the rising localization energy of the quarks as the

system is compressed. The color magnetic spin-splitting energy also

contributes below about 1 fermi.

The minimum in Fig. 4 occurs at a size corresponding to a reasonable

nuclear size and matter density. The minim~ also corresponds to
4

about three times the correct total binding energy for He. This

should not be surprising, since the state described is not even one of

definite total angular momentum, and parity. Even if QCD effects have

been properly represe~ted, there are still several straightforward

quantum mechanical corrections that must be applied, beyond the effects

of Pauli statistics, before one may argue that this system does indeed

represent a nucleus,

We also see from Figs, 3 and 4 that the s~rong short distance

xepulsiorl makes a rapid vnriation of epsilon favorable as the system

is compressed beyond a few times nuclear matter density. If this
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fe~ture persists in larger systems, it would suggest that the properties

of nuclear matter change very sharply (if perhaps not discontinuously)

as a function of density. The limiting behaviour is not that of a

free quark gas, but that of a quark shell model of the hadronic system.

We note in Fig. 5 one more encouraging feature of our results.

This is the sphei~cally averaged matter density distribution, ❑easured

from the center of the tetrad, or
,,4

He nucleus”. It shows a central

density lower than the maximum density by about 10%, consistent with

experimental observations. Withiri our model, this feature arises

because of the use of an effective full A-body wavefunction, through

the use of a body-fixed frame, and because of the short-distance

repulsion between nucleons. This suggests to us that the use of a

body-fixed frame might be valuable in any calculational scheme which

allows its implementation.

0.00
rJ 1 z

r (fro)
Fig. 5. Spherically averaged radial matter dist~ibution as a

fun tion of the distance r from the center of the tetrad
&

in He-like 12-quark system, ●t the ●ergy minimum in
Figure 4.
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We shall report in the future on a more complete calculation
with Pauli effects included.
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